Analysis of mortality and fixation failure in geriatric fractures using quantitative computed tomography.
While osteoporosis has been shown to be a contributing factor in low energy fractures in the elderly, limited data exists regarding the correlation of bone mineral density (BMD) and T-Scores to mortality and failure of fracture fixation. This study seeks to determine the relationship between femoral neck BMD in elderly patients with typical geriatric fractures and mortality and fracture fixation failure using Quantitative Computed Tomography (QCT). Patients over the age of 65 who sustained fractures of the proximal humerus, distal radius, pelvic ring, acetabulum, hip, proximal tibia, and ankle who also underwent a CT scan that included an uninjured femoral neck were retrospectively reviewed. QCT was used to assess bone mineral density and T scores. Mortality and fixation failure were recorded. Standard descriptive statistics, as well as logistic regression were used to correlate BMD and mortality, and BMD and fixation failure. Of the 173 patients initially screened, 150 met inclusion criteria. Patients who remained alive at the end of the study (LP) had significantly (P = .019) higher adjusted mean femoral neck BMD (0.502 g/cm2) than non-polytrauma patients who died (MNPT) (0.439 g/cm2) when controlling for age, time to mortality, follow up, CCI, and ASA. Patients who had fixation failure events (FE) had significantly (P = .002) lower adjusted mean femoral neck BMD (0.342 g/cm2) than patients without failure events (NE) (0.525 g/cm2) when controlling for age and time to radiographic follow-up. Our study illustrates that QCT is a reliable method for the determination of femoral neck BMD in elderly patients with geriatric fractures. Furthermore, lower BMD/T-Scores are associated with increased mortality and fixation failures in this patient population.